Resolution 2007-5. Regarding Unsupervised Bonfires on Franklin Street Following Men’s Basketball Victories

Whereas, the Faculty Council recognizes that unsupervised bonfires initiated by large crowds on Franklin Street following men’s basket ball victories are illegal and dangerous; and
Whereas, the Town of Chapel Hill has asked the University to initiate a public service campaign against the setting of such bonfires and in favor of a safe celebration following athletic victories; now therefore,

The Faculty Council resolves:

Members of the University community are encouraged to celebrate athletic victories in a safe and responsible manner and in particular to refrain from setting and jumping through unsupervised bonfires whether on public or private property.

The University is encouraged to work with members of the student body, the administration, the Town of Chapel Hill and other appropriate parties to assure that celebrations on Franklin Street and other public places following athletic victories are vibrant, exhilarating, and safe.